
 Lesson     Title:  FUNctional     Fitness 

 Background     Information: 

 Created     By:  Juli     Westrich,  2023     Iditarod     Teacher     on     the     Trail     ™ 

 Grade     Level/ 
 Subject: 

 Kindergarten     -     5th     Grade 
 Physical     Education/Classroom/Math 

 Essential 
 Question: 

 Learning 
 Objectives: 

 How     can     I     connect     real     life     events     to     classroom     learning? 

 I     can: 
 ✹Identify     physical     tasks     required     to     run     a     dogsled     kennel 
 ✹Participate     in     a     PE     circuit     that     mirrors     kennel     tasks 
 ✹Explain     how     these     tasks     build     physical     fitness     -     cardio     and 
 muscular 

 Standards 
 Addressed: 

 New     York     State     Physical     Education     Standards     (2020) 

 STANDARD     1.     Demonstrates     competency     in     a     variety     of     motor 
 skills     and     movement     patterns. 

 ●  Fitness     Activities     NY.S1.3 
 ●  Lifetime     Activities     NY.S1.4 

 ○  Demonstrates,     in     isolation,     mature     patterns     of 
 locomotor,     nonlocomotor     and     manipulative 
 movement     skills.     (NY.S1.4.2) 

 STANDARD     2.     Applies     knowledge     of     concepts,     principles, 
 strategies     and     tactics     related     to     movement     and 
 performance. 

 ●  Movement     Concepts     NY.S2.1 
 ○  Demonstrates     movement     concepts     in     a     variety     of 

 physical     activities.     (NY.S2.1.3) 
 STANDARD     3.     Demonstrates     the     knowledge     and     skills     to 
 achieve     and     maintain     a     health-enhancing     level     of     physical 
 activity     and     fitness. 

 ●  Fitness     Planning     NY.S3.1 



 ●  Additional     Health     Enhancing     Behaviors     NY.S3.2 
 ○  Explains     effects     of     physical     activity     on     the     body. 

 (NY.S3.1.2) 
 ○  Explains     how     health     enhancing     behaviors     influence 

 overall     wellness.     (NY.S3.2.2) 
 STANDARD     4.     Exhibits     responsible     personal     and     social 
 behavior     that     respects     self     and     others. 

 ●  SelfAwareness     and     Management     NY.S4.1 
 ●  Social     Awareness     and     Relationship     Skills     NY.S4.2 
 ●  Responsible     Decision     Making     NY.S4.3 

 ○  Demonstrates     responsible     personal     behavior     with 
 minimal     teaching     prompts     in     physical     activity 
 settings.     (NY.S4.1.3) 

 ○  Recognizes     and     follows     directions     in     physical 
 activity     settings.     (e.g.,     taking     turns,     sharing) 
 (NY.S4.2.1) 

 ○  Identifies     strategies     to     reinforce     positive     decisions 
 in     physical     activity     settings.     (NY.S4.3.2) 

 STANDARD     5.     Recognizes     the     value     of     physical     activity     for 
 overall     wellness,     enjoyment,     challenge,     and/or 
 self-expression 

 ●  Overall     Wellness     NY.S5.1 
 ●  SelfExpression/     Enjoyment     NY.S5.3 

 ○  Identifies     the     relationship     between     physical 
 activity     and     overall     wellness.     (NY.S5.1.3) 

 ○  Identifies     physical     activities     that     provide 
 opportunities     for     self-expression.     (NY.S5.3.2) 

 Materials 
 Needed: 

 ✹weight     used     depends     on     age/ability     of     students 
 5     gallon     buckets     (filled     with     “dogfood”     -     sand     or     pebbles) 
 5     gallon     buckets     (empty) 
 Bean     bags 
 Shovels     or     scoops 
 Medicine     balls     (4-6     of     varying     weights) 
 Scooters 
 Cones 



 Procedure: 

 Engagement: 
 2-5     minutes 

 Set     the     intention:     Ask     students     “How     do     you     stay     physically 
 fit?”     Brainstorm     ways     to     stay     physically     strong. 

 Share     quotes     and     images     from     IditarodEDU     Teacher     on     the 
 Trail     Blog     Post     -It’s     All     About     FUNctional     Fitness     -     relating 
 to     the     tasks     Brent     Sass     does     around     his     homestead     that 
 contribute     to     his     overall     fitness     level. 

 Lesson: 
 20-30     minutes 

 Divide     students     into     four     groups. 

 Introduce     Circuits: 
 1.      Dog     sled     mushers     need     to     care     for     their     dogs.      This     circuit 
 will     copy     what     it     is     like     to     have     to     carry     food     to     all     their 
 dogs. 

 1.  Students     stand     behind     a     start     line.      When     instructed     to 
 begin     students     will     pick     up     the     bucket     and     walk     across 
 the     gym,     around     a     cone,     and     walk     back     to     the     start. 

 2.  Student     will     hand     off     the     bucket     to     the     next     classmate 
 in     line     and     go     to     the     end     of     the     line. 

 3.  On     students     second     turn     they     must     carry     the     bucket     in 
 the     OTHER     hand. 

 4.  Circuit     is     complete     when     each     person     on     the     team     has 
 carried     the     bucket     4     times     (twice     on     each     side). 

 2.     This     circuit     will     copy     what     it     is     like     to     lift     objects     such     as 
 trail     brush,     dog     house     materials,     and     even     dogs. 

 1.  Students     stand     on     a     line     with     feet     shoulder     distance 
 apart. 

 2.  Bend     to     a     squat     position. 
 3.  Lift     the     medicine     ball     to     waist     height. 
 4.  Bend     to     a     squat     position. 
 5.  Return     the     ball     to     the     floor. 
 6.  Students     then     rotate     to     the     next     medicine     ball. 
 7.  Students     repeat     until     they     have     lifted     each     medicine 

 ball     twice. 



 3.     One     of     the     most     important     jobs     is     scooping     poop! 
 1.  Line     up     team     behind     a     pile     of     beanbags     and     a     bucket. 
 2.  The     first     student     will     scoop     one     beanbag     at     a     time     into 

 a     5     gallon     bucket,     until     all     beanbags     are     scooped 
 (approx     5) 

 3.  Student     will     hand     the     shovel     to     the     person     behind     them. 
 4.  The     first     student     will     then     pick     up     the     bucket,     carry     it 

 across     the     gym,     around     a     cone,     and     back     to     the     start. 
 5.  They     will     then     dump     the     beanbags     out     of     the     bucket     into 

 a     pile.. 
 6.  The     next     student     in     line     (the     one     with     the     shovel)     can 

 now     begin     shoveling     beanbags,     repeating     what     student     1 
 did. 

 7.  Student     1     will     go     to     the     end     of     the     line. 
 8.  Students     may     stop     when     each     person     has     shoveled, 

 carried,     and     dumped     2     buckets     of     “poop”. 

 4.     A     musher     needs     to     be     physically     strong,     but     also     have     the 
 endurance     and     cardio     fitness     to     work     with     the     dog     team     to 
 mush     forward.      Sometimes     this     means     running     alongside     the 
 sled,     or     pedaling     with     one     leg.      This     activity     will     mimic 
 pedaling     alongside     the     dog     sled. 

 1.  Students     will     make     a     line     here     at     a     designated     start. 
 2.  The     first     student     “musher”     will     pick     up     the     scooter     and 

 move     across     the     gym     to     a     cone     and     back     pushing     ONLY 
 with     the     right     leg. 

 3.  Student     will     pass     the     scooter     to     the     next     “musher”. 
 4.  Student     1     will     go     to     the     end     of     the     line. 
 5.  The     next     “musher”     will     repeat     the     activity     of     student     1. 
 6.  When     Student     1     gets     the     scooter     again     they     must     mush 

 with     ONLY     the     left     leg. 
 7.  Students     repeat     until     they     have     taken     2     turns     on     the 

 right     and     2     turns     on     the     left. 
 ✹Scooters     may     not     be     appropriate     for     all     ages,     or 
 safe     to     use     in     all     classes.      This     activity     can     be     adapted 



 as     running,     skipping,     side     step,     or     any     other     type     of 
 movement     activity     that     promotes     cardio✹ 

 Rotate     each     group     of     students     through     all     4     stations. 
 (approximately     5     minutes     per     station) 

 Conclusion: 
 5     minutes 

 Bring     group     together     to     discuss     each     circuit.      Ask     students     to 
 share     which     parts     of     their     body     were     working     to     complete 
 each     activity     (legs,     arms,     heart,     etc). 

 Assessment:  1.     Observation     of     student     engagement     and     interest 
 2.     Participation     in     share-out 

 Notes: 

 Enrichment/ 
 Reinforcement 
 Suggestions: 

 This     lesson     was     created     for     PE,     but     can     be     used     in     the 
 classroom     to     integrate     physical     activity     into     math     lessons. 
 Take     each     circuit     and     multiply     by     the     number     of     dogs     (approx 
 55)     a     musher     has     at     their     kennel.      Extend     the     circuit     to 
 include     measurement     of     time,     weight,     distance.      How     long 
 would     it     take     to     carry     food,     shovel     poop,     feed     dogs?      How 
 many     dog     bowls     would     one     bucket     of     food/water     feed?      How 
 far     would     you     be     pedaling/running     if     you     did     this     ¼     of     the     way 
 between     checkpoints?      How     many     pedals     would     it     take     to     go 
 one     mile?      The     extensions     are     endless     and     the     interactive 
 nature     of     the     physical     component     makes     math     engaging. 

 Other:  Read:  Kamik:     An     Inuit     Puppy     Story  by     Donald     Uluadluak     to 
 extend     the     discussion     to     dog     training     and     care     beyond     the 
 physical     tasks. 


